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1. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this paper we consider solutions of 
u, - u,r =f(u) for -a<x<a, t>O, (1.1) 
u(ka, t)=O for t > 0, (1.2) 
4x3 0) =4(x) for -a<x<a (1.3) 
where f(u) is a continuously differentiable superlinear function, such 
f(u) = (u+ + A)p, 130, p> 1 or ,f(u) = e’. More specifically, we assume 
that 
f E C’(R), f(u) 3 0, (1.4) 
and the superlinearity conditions: 
ifu+arj, (1.5) 
x du -< co. 
f(u) (1.6) 
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From (1.4) it follows that u remains bounded from below in finite time 
intervals. However, due to (1.5) and (1.6) for a large class of initial data 4 
the solution of (1.1 )-( 1.3) exists only in a finite time interval 0 < t < T, so 
that 
max u(X, t) -+ m for a sequence t = t,, t T; (1.7) u < .Y < u 
see [2] and the references given there. 
We are interested in studying the blow-up set S: 
s= {x; 3(x,, t,), --a < x,, < a, x,, +x, t,, + T, such that u(x,,, t,,) + m ). 
Regarding f, we shall assume, in addition to (1.4))( 1.6), that there exist 
functions c(x), F(U) (0 <xc 2~2, ~30) satisfying 
c(x) > 0 if x > 0, C(X) < Ax (A constant), 
F>O, F 20, F” 30, 
F(0) = 0 if j(O) = 0, 
(1.8) 
such that 
f’F-fF-Zr’PF+$ F>O, (1.9) 
x’ du I- F(u) < co’ (1.10) 
For example, if f(u) = (u+ + A)” then we can taken F(u) = (u + i)‘, 
l<y<p with C(X)=EX if I>O, C(X)=EX* if A=0 where E is a small 
constant; if f(u) = eU then we can take F(u) = r”“, C(X) = EX with 0 < fI < 1, E 
small. 
We shall also assume that 
and that 
d(x) has at most two local maxima; 
thus, there exist points -a < x1 <x2 < .xj < a such that 
4(x) is increasing for -a < x < xl, x2 < x < x3 
4(x) is decreasing for x1 < x < x2, .Y~ < x < a. 
(1.12) 
(1.12’) 
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THEOREM 1.1. !f 4 satisfies (1.11) and (1.12) then the blow-up set 
consists of one or two points. 
In case 4(x) has just one point of maximum (i.e., xi = x2 =x3 in (1.12’)) 
and, in addition, 
d"+f(4)20 (1.13) 
(so that u, 3 0), this result was proved by Friedman and McLeod [ 11. 
In Section 2 we give the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the case where 4(x) has 
a unique local maximum (but we do not impose the condition (1.13)); the 
proof for the general case is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we mention 
some generalizations. 
We conclude this section with a useful lemma (which does not require 
the condition (1.12)). 
LEMMA 1.2. Set 
M(t) = max u(x, t). 
-o<rso 
There M(t) + n3 if t -+ T. 
Proof: If the assertion is not true then there exists a sequence 2, T T 
such that M(Z,) d C < co. Comparing u(x, t) in { --a < x < a, 7, < t < T} 
with the solutions of 
W'(f) =f(w), 
w(i,) = c 
which clearly satisfy w(t) d 2C if i,, < t < i, + 6 for some 6 > 0 independent 
of n, we deduce that u(x, t) d 2C if t < T, a contradiction to (1.7). 
2. q5 HAS ONE LOCAL MAXIMUM 
If 4 is continuously differentiable then by applying the maximum 
principle to U, we find that x + u,(x, t) changes sign at most once. Thus, 
%(X, t) d 0 if-a<xds(t), 
%(X, f) 2 0 if s(t)<x<a. 
By approximation we find that this conclusion holds even if Q is not 
differentiable. 
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For simplicity we shall assume that u,(x, t) # 0 if x #s(t) (and then 
t -+ s(t) is a continuous function); the general case follows by minor 
changes (cf. [ 11). 
Recall, by Lemma 1.2, that 
M(t) = u(s(t), 2) + co if t+T. (2.1) 
Ifs(T)=lim,,. s(r) exists then (as in [l]; cf. also Lemma 2.3 below) S 
consists of the single point S(T). Set 
s + = lim+s;p s(t), s = lim sup s(T). 
1-T 
LEMMA 2.1. If se <s+ then 
u(x, t) -+ cc ifs- <x<si, t+ T. 
Proof: For any E > 0 there exists a sequence of arcs 
I,= {x=s(t), a,dt<z,} 
initiating at x = s ~ + E and terminating at x = s+ - E, with s ~ + E < s(t) < 
s+ - sifa,<t<r,, such that a,fTifn+co. 
Let u, be the solution of 
v, - v,, = 0 ifs +&<x<s+ -E, a,<t<T, 
v(x, a,) = min M(t) = M,, 
Bn<l<T 
U(S- +&, t)=U(S+ -E, t)=O. 
By Lemma 1.2, M, + CC if n + CC and, therefore, 
v,(x, t) + 00 ifs $2E<x<s+-2E, a,-CtCT, 
Also, by the maximum principle, 
V,dM,dM on I, 
and then, by comparison, a, 6 u if sP + E < x < s+ - E and (x, t) lies above 
1,. It follows that u(x, t) -+ co if s + 2~ < x < s + - ZE, t + T, and, since E is 
arbitrary, the lemma follows. 
We can now proceed to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 as in [ 11; for 
convenient reference (in Section 3) we outline the steps: 
LEMMA 2.2. s + < a and sp > -a. 
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Proof The function M;(x, t) = u(x, t) - u(2a’ - x, t) satisfies 
w, - M’,, =f’(ii) w 
in {a’ < x < u, 6 < t < T} and is nonpositive on the parabolic boundary (a’ 
is any number small than a with u-u’ small enough, and 6 is any small 
positive number). Hence M’ 6 0, which gives s(t) < a’. Thus .s+ d a’ < a and, 
similarly, s > -u. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is no blow-up in {s+ <x<u} and in { -u<x<K}. 
Proof: To prove the first assertion, let 
R= {s+ +6<x<u, T-6,<t< T) 
and consider the function 
J=u,+c(x-s+ -@F(u) in R, 
where c, Fare as in (l.S)(l.lO). Then (cf. [I]) J<O in R if 6, is small 
enough, so that 
UY -< -c(x-s+ -6). 
F(u) 
Integrating over x, < x <x2 where S+ + 6 <x, < x2 <a and taking t -+ T, 
we get a contradiction if u(x,, t) + cc as t + T. 
LEMMA 2.4. s- =s+. 
Proof: If the assertion is not true, let 
s <s< (s- +s+)/2, 
R= {S<x<23-s +E, T-6<t< T), 
27(x, t) = U(2S- x, t) in R. 
Choose any small c > 0 and then let 6 be such that s(t) > S- + c/2 if 
T- 6 < t < T. We can choose 6 also such that s( T- 6) > Z and such that 
24(x, t) > 22(x, t) if x=25-sP +a, T-6<t< T, 
here we use Lemma 2.1. Thus u 3 i7 on the parabolic boundary of R, and 
by the maximum principle applied to u - ii (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2) we 
get u = ii 2 0 in R. Hence s(t) > ?, which gives s- 3 s7, a contradiction. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4. 
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3. FR~~F OF THEOREM 1.1 
Without loss of generality we may assume that x + u,(x, t) changes sign 
twice from positive to negative. Thus 
u,(x, t) 2 0 if -a<xds,(t) or o(t)<x<s,(t) 
24,(x, l)dO if s,(t)<xda(t) or s,(t)<x<a 
(3.1) 
and 
-u<s,(t)<o(t)<s,(t)<a. 
For simplicity we also assume that u,(x, t) # 0 if x #s,(t), x # a(t); hence 
s,(t) and a(t) are continuous functions for 0 < t < T. 
By the proof of Lemma 2.2, 
s*(t) <a - 6 for some 6 > 0, 
and then, by the proof of Lemma 2.3, there is no blow-up in 
{a-6<x<u}. Similarly s,(t)> -a+6 and there is no blow-up in 
{ --a<~< -a+~?}. Set 
M;(t) = e,(t), t), m(t) = u(a(t), t). 
LEMMA 3.1. The function m(t) is monotone increasing. 
Proof: Consider u(x, t) in the region 
R= {(x, t);s,(t)<x<s,(t), r<t< T}. 
Since u, - u,, 20, u cannot take minimum in the interior of R. Since, 
further, 
u(o(t), t) < min M,(s) for i= 1, 2 
T<J<, 
if t-z is small enough, it follows that 
m(t) = u(a(t), t) > min u(x, r) = m(z). 
LI < d < 0 
We shall first prove Theorem 1.1 in case 
M,(f) -+ 00, Ml(t) + @z as t+ T. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.2. The limits s,(T) = lim,., rsi(f) exist (and s,(T) > --a, 
sz( T) < ~1. 
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Proof As already shown above, lim inf s,(t) > --c1. If lim,, T s,(t) does 
not exist, then we can derive a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, 
noting that, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, u(x, t) --t cc if t -+ T and 
lijn_l;nfs,(t)<x<li?l_s:ups,(t). 
Similarly, lim sz(t) exists and it is smaller than a. 
From the proof of Lemma 2.3 it follows that there is no blow-up in the 
intervals (-a<x<s,(T)j, {s,(T)<x<a}. Set 
c7 -~ = lim inf a( t), CJ+ =limsupa(t). 
l-T I - r 
LEMMA 3.3. If (T ~ > s,(T), CJ+ < s2( T) then the blow-up set consists qf 
the points s,(T), s2( T). 
Proof: By the proof of Lemma 2.3, there is no blow-up in the intervals 
(s,(T), r~ -h (a+, s2( T)). Since, further, for any small enough e > 0, 
u(x, t)<max{u(a+ +E, t), u(a- -E, t)) 
ifo-- E<X<U+ i- F, T- 6 < t < T where 6 is sufficiently small, the asser- 
tion follows. 
It is also clear that if CJ+ = c then there is no blow-up except at s,(T), 
s2(T). Thus it remains to consider the cases 
u ~ =3,(T), O+ >c, (3.3) 
u+ =s*(T), u+ >u-. (3.4) 
It suffices to consider the case (3.3). Since by Lemma 3.1, m(t) is 
monotone increasing, either 
lim m(t) < cc, (3.5) I-T 
or 
lim m(t) = cc. (3.6) 
I-T 
We shall divide the case (3.3) into two subcases: 
LEMMA 3.4. If (3.3) and (3.5) hold then there is no blow-up in 
(Jl(Th ofI. 
LEMMA 3.5. If (3.3) holds then (3.6) cannot occur. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. If the assertion is not true then there exists a 
sequence of points (x,, t,) such that u(x,~, i,) --f co, x, -+ 5, t, -+ T, and 
s,(T) <r CD+. Consider first the case where 
x, > o( t,). (3.7) 
Since u,(x, t,,) > 0 for x, <x < .sZ(t,,), it follows that 
4x,, 2,) -+ CJs if <<x<s~(T), t+T. 
Recalling that u, - u.,, , > 0 we deduce (cf. the proof of Lemma 2. I ) that 
24(x, t) --) 00 if <<x<S2(T), t+ T. 
But then, in view of (3.5), lim sup a(t) 6 4, which is a contradiction. 
If instead of (3.7), there holds x, < o(ln), then we deduce by the above 
argument that U(X, t) + co if s,(T)<x<:& r-tT and, in view of (3.51, 
lim inf a(t) > s,(T) = u-, which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Suppose (3.3) and (3.6) hold. By the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 (with s(t), M(t) replaced by c(t), m(t)) it follows that 
u(x, t) -+ CE if s,(T)<x<rr+, t-+ T. 
For any small E > 0, 6 > 0, set 
Rc~d= ((x, t);s,(T)+~<x<x~, T-6<t< T}, 
where 
(3.8) 
-s,(T) x,=s,(T)+~+ 3 . 
We claim that if 6 = B(E) is small enough then 
4x2 4 < ds,(th f) V(x, t) E R,>,. 
Indeed, otherwise 
(3.9) 
4% 0 > ub,(tl, f‘) for some (X, i) E Rc,d. 
Consequently, a(i) < X and the function x + u(x, 0 is decreasing in the 
interval sl(i) < x < a( t] and increasing in the interval o(t] < x < 2. Note 
that u(x, t? continues to increase for x < x < 0 + - 9, where q = r](6) + 0 if 
S-O; also u(x, t]<u(s,(i), f) if -a<x<sI(t]. 
Set u = 2X -s,(T) + E, and consider the functions u(x, t) and ii(x, t) = 
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u(2X-x, t) in R= {X<x<j, T-S < t < T). Then, by the previous 
paragraph, 
U>ii on t=i 
Also u = ii on x = X and by, (3.8), u > ii on x = j provided 6 is chosen small 
enough. Consequently, by the maximum principle, u > ii in i?. This implies 
that a(t)>.? if T-G<t<Tand thus liminf a(t)>s,(T)+~, a contradic- 
tion. 
Having proved (3.9), we introduce the reflection x = Z,(t) of x = sr(t) 
with respect to x=x* for some s,(T)<x* <s,(T)+$(x,-s,(T)). By (3.9) 
4$,(f), t) < 4sl(f), f) if T-iict<T. 
Choose 6 such that also a(t) > x0. Then 
u(x, T- 6) < u(2x* -x, T- 6) if x*<x<2x*-s,(T-6). 
Hence, by a familiar comparison argument, 
24(x, t) < u(2x* -x, t) if x*<x<2x*-s,(t). 
This implies that a(t) > x* and thus s,(T) = lim inf a(t) > x*, a contradic- 
tion. 
Having proved Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we conclude (in case (3.3)) that 
there is no blow-up in (s,(T), a+). Since there is also no blow-up in 
(a+ , s2( T)) (by the proof of Lemma 2.3), Theorem 1.1 follows. 
So far we have proved Theorem 1.1 in case (3.2) holds. It remains to 
consider the case when one of the functions Mi(t) does not converge to 
+rx;, say 
lim M2( 7,) < 00 
i, - 7. 
for a sequence i, + T. (3.10) 
Since m(t) < M,(t), it follows, by Lemma 3.1, that 
m(t)dC<cO. 
We can therefore compare u(x, t) in {a(t) <x < a, ii < t < T} with the 
solution of the ordinary differential equation 
w’=f(wL 
w(i,) = c (C2 W(V) 
4OY.l2Y’2-x 
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and conclude that 
4x, t) d c if a(t)<x<a, O<t<T 
with another constant C. 
In view of Lemma 1.2 we must then have 
M,(t) + a if t -+ T. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Setting 
ST = lim+st+tp s,(t), s; = lim infs,(t) 
r-T 
we can then deduce as in Lemma 2.1 that 
u(x, t) + cc ifs; <x<s:, t-+T. 
But then, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we can establish that 
Sl + =s- 1 . It follows (as in Lemma 2.3) that there is no blow-up for 
-a<x<s,(T), where s,(T)=sT =s;. If G- >s,(T) then there is also no 
blow-up for s,(T)<x<a-; noting that u,(x, t)<O if s,(t)<x<a(t) and 
using also (3.1 l), we deduce that there is no blow-up also for c ~~ d x < a. 
Next, if a+ = a- then (3.11) implies that there is no blow-up for 
a’- <x < a. Thus it remains to consider the case 
s,(T)=a- <a+. (3.13) 
Suppose that, in this case, there is a blow-up point 5 in (a_, a + ). Thus 
there exists a sequence (x,, t,) such that x, -+ t, t, -+ T, u(x,, t,) + co; by 
(3.11) we must have x, < a( t,). Hence 
a, 1,) -+ cc for any s,(tn)<x<[, n+ 00 
Arguing as in Lemma 2.1 we deduce that 
24(x, t) -+ Cc if sl(T)<x<r, t+ co. 
Since, however, u(a(t), t) < C, it follows that a(t) > 5 if t is near T; 
consequently a- > 5 > a-, a contradiction. 
Thus, in case (3.13), there is no blow-up for a ~ < x < a +. Next, for any 
E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that u(x, t) is bounded in {a + + E < x < a, 
T- 6 < t < T}. Consequently there is no blow-up for a+ <x < a, and the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
4.1. Theorem 1.1 extends to the case where 4 takes negative values, 
provided 4 has at most two local maxima. Here we need to extend (1.8) 
and (1.9) to u 2 -u0 where u0 is a sufficiently large positive number such 
that u(x, t) 2 --u,; u0 depends on inf q5 and T. 
4.2. Theorem 1.1 extends to the case of the third initial-boundary 
value problem; the case of one maximum for q5 was considered in [ 11. 
4.3. Consider the case where 4 has three local maxima. The above 
analysis can be extended to show that either the blow-up set consists of at 
most three points, or the curves x = .si(t), x = o;(t) of local maximum and 
local minimum (s,(t)<a,(t)<s,(t)<~,(t)<s,(t)) must satisfy 
(4.1) 
Our method does not seem capable of excluding this case. Thus we may 
only conclude that the blow-up set consists of not more than one interval 
and two points. More generally, if q+(x) h as m local maxima, then the blow- 
up set consists of at most k intervals and 1 points, where 0 d k < m - 2, 
1~0, Ock+I<m. 
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